
MYSELF! 
Home Activities 

We’ve been learning all about what make us 
the same and what makes us different, 
growing, and what makes us who we are 

Books we’ve been reading… 

Here’s a collection of some of our favourite books we’ve been 

reading this term you might like to get from the library 

All Kinds of People, by Emma Damon 

This book helped us learn about the similarities 

and differences between us and our friends in our 

likes, dislikes as well as our physical appearances 

Guess How Much I Love You,  

by Sam McBratney    This book helps us think 

about all the people who love us 

Funny Bones, by Janet and Allen Ahlberg 

This story helped us learn about our skeletons 

and bones as well as X-rays and different body 

parts 

Goldilocks & The 3 Bears 

We used this fairytale to learn about 

different sizes, growing, and families 



Our favourite song we like to sing about ourselves is... 

Heads, shoulders, knees and 

toes, knees and toes 

Heads, shoulders, knees and 

toes, knees and toes 

And eyes and ears, and mouth 

and nose! 

Heads, shoulders, knees and 

toes, knees and toes!! 

How many fingerprints can 

you count? 

Each fingerprint is unique. Us-

ing fingers and fingerprints can 

also be a great way to help chil-

dren learning to count on their 

hands! 

Why not try some thumb 

painting at home? 

Encourage your child to notice 

the different patterns in each of 

their different fingers. 



4 All About Me

Draw pictures or write words in each section 

of the All About MeDiamond!
See if you can fill each section.

Things I’m good at

ME

Nice things people 
say about me

Things I might 
worry about

Things I’d like to 
be better at

“Today you are you, that is truer than true. 

There is no one alive who is youer than you!”

Dr . Seuss

ALL ABOUT ME



HAPPY

Happy 7

Celebrate!
Reminding ourselves of the things we are good at and the things we have 

achieved can help raise our mood and make us feel happy.

Try finishing these sentences …

I am good at

I am grateful for

Today, something I did well was 

I am proud of

I am looking forward to

What does Happy look like?
Draw a picture of what you think happiness looks like or what happiness 

means to you.


